TENTATIVE AGENDA for Fall 2016 Meeting:

Implementation Team Meeting
Fall Kick-Off Meeting
September 30, 2016
10:00am – 2:00Pm
Columbia, SC

- Functional Areas Groups Goal Alignment for FY17
  - Review of responses from survey questions:
    - For the upcoming academic year, please discuss the following:
      1. What do you see as the biggest operational challenges for supporting online students?
      2. What struggles do you see your online students having with services, courses, other?
      3. Are you able to address these issues when they arise? If not, what tools are missing?
      4. What are your new focuses/ideas that your campus intends to promote or launch for next year?
      5. What is on your continuous wish list for online services, access, programs?

- Implementation and impact of 7 new programs

- Student Services opportunities